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Managers want great teams, but most build them around decades-old ideas and practices made
popular by companies that have lost their edge. Extreme Teams looks at the new generation of
teams driving growth in today s most innovative firms. They do this by doing things differently:
hiring the right person instead of the best person; focusing on one priority while leaving room to
explore new ideas; creating an environment where people are comfortable dealing with the
uncomfortable; and maximizing profit by not making profit what matters most. The book takes
you inside top companies and examines the teamwork experiments powering their results,
including how: Pixar s teams use constant feedback and debate to transform initially flawed films
into billion-dollar hits - A culture of radical freedom and responsibility helps Netflix execute on the
next big thing - Whole Food s super-autonomous teams embrace hard metrics and friendly
competition to drive performance - Zappos fuels the weirdness and fun that sustains its success
Times change, and so must teams. Designing and managing high-performance teams requires
upgrading outdated beliefs and behaviors, and spurring a level of intensity and collaboration that...
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This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most amazing publication we have read. Your lifestyle period will likely be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Ala na  McCulloug h-- Ala na  McCulloug h

This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- K eon Lowe-- K eon Lowe
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